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Introduction: During the flybys of Mercury by the 

MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, 
and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft [1], the wide-
spread contribution of volcanic processes to the surface 
evolution of Mercury became recognized [2]. Among 
the relevant features observed were irregularly shaped, 
rimless pit craters occurring on the floors of several 
(“pit-floor”) craters and interpreted to originate from 
subsurface drainage of magma [3]. Candidate pyroclas-
tic deposits identified from spectral and morphological 
characteristics were also related to irregularly shaped 
craters observed at the centers of many of these depos-
its [4-8]. Because pit-floor craters apparently lacked 
similar deposits and because high-resolution images 
and detailed topographic data were not available, the 
relationships between the two types of depressions 
remained unclear. Here we report on the occurrence 
and morphology of pit craters inferred from digital 
terrain models (DTMs) produced from stereo images 
obtained with the Mercury Dual Imaging System 
(MDIS) narrow-angle camera (NAC) and wide-angle 
camera (WAC) [9], acquired following the insertion of 
MESSENGER into orbit around Mercury. We also 
discuss implications of the morphological characteris-
tics for modes of formation and evolution. 

Datasets and Methods: Systematic stereo cover-
age by MDIS is currently in progress (as of the second 
Mercury solar day of the primary mission orbit, begin-
ning in September 2011). Although first DTMs based 
on large continuous image blocks are just being com-
pleted [10], we were able to exploit a number of addi-
tional local stereo datasets acquired during the first 
Mercury solar day for surface reconstruction and char-
acterization of 40 pit craters, of which 7 have diameters 
>20 km. As suggested by an updated compilation [11], 
these numbers are related to current coverage rather 
than to the actual size distribution of pit craters on 
Mercury. Stereo analysis is based on block adjustment 
as applied to data from the Mercury flybys [12,13], and 
on the approach for surface reconstruction documented 
in [14]. Derived height values are recorded on regular 
grids spaced at ~1.5 times the image ground resolution 
(for the current dataset: 410 m > grid spacing > 200 m 
for most models, and several high resolution datasets 
led to grid spacing as small as 25 m). We measured the 

depth and the largest and smallest horizontal diameters 
of each pit crater from vertical sections. Slope angles 
were determined on sections and slope maps. We used 
orthoimages for localizing profiles and supporting fur-
ther interpretation. 

Since many pit craters are small compared to the 
DTM grid spacing (few tens of grid samples), resolu-
tion effects have to be considered carefully. Applying 
image orientation at sub-pixel three-dimensional point 
precision [13] and sub-pixel image matching, the main 
limiting factors for deriving unbiased heights and 
slopes at scales close to the ground resolution of the 
images are local terrain curvature, sample spacing and 
the filter characteristics of the applied methods for im-
age correlation and height interpolation. Given the 
methodology [14] and the applied parameter setting for 
distance-weighted interpolation, grid heights depend on 
stereo-measured point heights within a radius equiva-
lent to the grid spacing. Slope values derived on typical 
length scales of 2 DTM pixels are not biased by inter-
polation if the surface is approximately planar on a 
length scale of 1 km for a 0.2 km height raster (2 km 
for the data set with the lowest resolution in this study). 
Systematic low-pass effects on height values related to 
area-based image correlation are possible for terrain 
patches with marked curvature on length scales <3.4 
km (for grid spacing of 0.2 km and 17×17 matching 
windows). Such effects are limited, however, to curva-
tures that cause variation of stereo disparity according 
to polynomial degree 4 and higher within the matching 
windows, i.e. to terrain very rough at the scale of image 
ground resolution. Considering the specific geometry 
of pit craters (potentially short slopes, slope breaks at 
the flank limits), we decided to report flank slopes only 
for features with smallest diameters >10 km. 

Results: General Characteristics. The depth of pit 
craters on Mercury can attain considerably high values. 
The two deepest pits in our dataset display a rim-to-
floor depth of 3.3 km. However, depths as small as 
0.07 km are observed. The average diameter of the pits 
ranges from 4 to 27 km. The depth/width ratio shows 
an overall variation between 0.03 and 0.17. Most pits 
show evidence of clustering to some degree, i.e., super-
imposition of two or more individual depressions, re-
sulting in several depth maxima separated by elevated 
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septae and embayments of rims and floors. These are 
characteristics typical of summit calderas and pits of 
shield volcanoes on Mars and the Earth. Since pit clus-
ters can show a preferred alignment direction, the 
depth/width ratios for the short axis of clusters or elon-
gated pits (0.03-0.24) may be more meaningful. Our 
measurements confirm the earlier observation that the 
diameters of crater-hosted pits are not related to the 
diameter of the host [3]. In addition, our data show that 
the depths of the pits are apparently unrelated to the 
diameter of the host. 

Characteristic occurrence types. Pit craters on 
Mercury are seen in various types of terrain. We dis-
tinguish the following characteristic types of oc-
curence: (1) center of host craters (2) concentric struc-
tures of craters and basins, such as rims, walls and peak 
rings (3) crater floor positions other than types 1 or 2 
(4) intercrater terrain. According to average morpho-
metric parameter values (Table 1), central floor pits 
(type 1) and intercrater pits tend to be deeper and show 
higher depth/width ratios than the two other classes. 
Structure-aligned pits and general floor pits tend to be 
both narrower and less deep, but differ among each 
other in the average 2:1 horizontal aspect ratio of the 
former. In contrast, central pits display more equant 
rim shapes than those in all other locations. All floor 
pits of the dataset are superimposed on smooth depos-
its, whereas intercrater pits usually are not but are al-
ways found close to such deposits. Structure-aligned 
pits show both associations.   

Slope characteristics. Most vertical sections of the 
pit craters show straight inner flanks with rounded 
slope breaks at the rim and floors. Floors are usually 
convex downward but flat floor portions do occur. 
Along the rims, shallow outward-sloping outer flanks 
or small radially-aligned ridges are seen in some cases. 
These might represent proximal pyroclastic or effusive 
deposits or remnants of collapsed peaks. All observed 
central craters show maximum slope values of about 
34°, as do two of the three structure-aligned and gen-
eral floor pits with available slope maps. Values of up 
to ~40° are seen rarely and occur in small areas, in 
agreement with the absence of major visible scarps or 
layer contrasts at the scale of the current image cover-
age. Conversely, intercrater pits show smaller maxi-
mum slope (20°-30°), in agreement with a subdued, 
smoothed appearance, suggesting draping or higher 
degradation. Similarly, a number of relatively younger 
pits that embay their neighbors show steeper flanks.  

Maximum slope angle shows a positive correlation 
with pit depth, suggesting that the equilibrium slopes of 
the deeper pits are less easily obliterated by deposits 
from post-collapse eruptions or external sources. Posi-
tive evidence for infill products (e.g., paucity of im-
pacts, difference in reflectance, flooding markers, floor 

deposit onlapping the walls) is observed also in most 
cases when flat floor segments are present. 

Discussion and Conclusions:  Degradation might 
provide an explanation for the fact that no pyroclastic 
deposits (most likely easily erodible) unrelated to cra-
ters or basins have been identified to date from spectral 
properties [8,15], whereas our data suggest that inter-
crater pit characteristics are compatible in terms of 
depth and depth/width ratio with those pyroclastic 
vents included in both an earlier compilation [8] and 
the present study. Furthermore, we note that pit em-
bayments not only affect the walls, but also involve 
further floor deepening. This result suggests they are 
not only related to shallow slope processes, but rather 
can indicate a multi-stage subsidence history for the 
respective pit craters (or clusters). 

In summary, several lines of new evidence – similar 
characteristics of pits in intercrater and impact-related 
settings, occurrence commonly within clusters, multi-
stage evolution, and, last but not least, their great 
depths – enforce the hypothesis that the origin of pit 
craters on Mercury is related to magmatic processes 
[2,3]. When compared with terrestrial calderas and 
related analogue experiments, the apparent absence of 
peripheral extensional structures around pit craters on 
Mercury is striking. Very narrow, near-vertical and 
thus inherently unstable extensional belts are associat-
ed with funnel-type collapse at large ratios (>1) of roof 
thickness to reservoir width [16], as frequently ob-
served for terrestrial summit pit craters. This mode of 
caldera collapse would constrain the minimum depth of 
associated crustal reservoirs to few kilometers accord-
ing to the smallest pit craters, and a minimum depth of 
~20 km according to the largest pit craters in the da-
taset. Alternatively, a regular involvement of explosive 
activity could contribute to concealing the peripheral 
caldera structure 
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Table 1. Average morphometric parameters of pit craters for diffe-
rent occurence types and the overall dataset. Wavg, Wmin, and Wmax 
are the average, smallest, and largest diameter for a given pit crater. 
Aw is the horizontal aspect ratio Wmin/Wmax.  
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